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1 There are lots of Barr questions, so here’s another unsaid sign that he is not

undermining the Russia investigation- Barr instantly became privy to the identity

of informers and co-operating witnesses. If Barr told Trump, we would have

already heard a Trump explosion about it.

2 Take someone who is working in the WH & secretly co-operating. We'll use Pence as a hypothetical

example. How would Barr be able to undo a cooperation & plea deal agreement? He can't. How could he

go to Trump and say X, Y & Z are informers or Hope Hicks flipped? He'd be nailed.

3 We can safely assume Barr has honored the secrecy aspects of the investigation- including the moves.

We know this bc there must be cooperating witnesses past & present that Barr hasn’t exposed. He may

not agree 100% w/ the decisions Ron Rosenstein made, but he wasn't AG then.

4 Grand Juries, the Judiciary & the House have key authority here. Barr is not the boss- he's just part of

the constitutional machinery. There could also be negotiations going on, we don’t know about, that he

would play a major role in.  
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1 A high amount of MSM speculation & mistakes over the past 
two weeks means they are being fed disinformation about a 
report & where Mueller's investigation is going. What we did 
learn is Peter Strzok referred to classified crimes that are horrific 
in his House transcript.
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5 Ppl noted that Barr sounded like a robotic right winger on the wall & Nat emergency. He may very well

be a right wing jerk- that doesn't mean he will betray America & let Putin maintain control of Trump. In

fact, he probably was angered when the conspiracy was confirmed to him.

6 We can’t just look thru the lens of MSM, politicians & prosecutors to understand what's happening.

There is a Nat Security component in play. We are not only missing a Commander in Chief. The bogus

Commander in Chief is under Putin's thumb & is the adversary. Nat security rules
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